THE NEW
TRANSPARENCY
GUIDELINES
DOJ and the tech companies just came to a deal
on new transparency reporting. (h/t Mike
Scarcella) It is a big improvement over what the
government offered last year which was:
Option One: Provide total number of
requests (criminal NSL, FISA) and total
number of accounts targeted, broken out
by 1000s
Option Two: Provide exact number of
criminal requests and accounts affected,
and number of NSLs received and accounts
affected, broken out by 1000s, without
providing any numbers on FISC service

This approach basically permitted the government
to hide the FISC surveillance, by ensuring it
only ever appeared lumped into the larger
universe of criminal requests, along with other
bulk requests. In addition, it didn’t let
providers say whether they were mostly handing
over metadata (NSLs would be limited to
metadata, though FISC requests might include
both metadata and content) or content in a
national security context.
The new solution is:
Option One: Biannual production, with a 6-month
delay on FISC reporting

1. Criminal process, subject to
no restrictions
2. N S L s a n d t h e n u m b e r o f
customer accounts affected
by NSLs, reported in bands
of 1000, starting at 0-999
3. FISA orders for content and

the number of customer
selectors targeted, both
reported in bands of 1000,
starting at 0-999
4. FISA orders for non-content
and the number of customer
selectors targeted, both
reported in bands of 1000,
starting at 0-999*
This option subjects a two-year delay on new
(internally developed or purchased) platforms,
products, or services. So for example, if Google
started to get Nest orders today, Google
couldn’t include it in their reporting until 2
years from now.
Option Two:

1. Criminal process, subject to
no restrictions
2. T o t a l n a t i o n a l s e c u r i t y
process, including NSLs and
FISA
lumped
together,
reported in bands of 250,
starting at 0-250
3. Total customer selectors
targeted under all national
security requests, reported
in bands of 250, starting at
0-250
* The order has a footnote basically saying the
government hasn’t ceded the issue of reporting
on the phone dragnet yet (though only tech
companies were parties to this, and their only
telecom production would be VOIP).
So my thoughts:
First, you can sort of see what the government
really wants to hide with these schemes. They
don’t want you to know if they submit a single

NSL or 215 order affecting 1000 customers, which
it’s possible might appear without the
bands.They don’t want you to see if there’s a
provider getting almost no requests (which would
be hidden by the initial bands).
And obviously, they don’t want you to know when
they bring new capabilities online, in the way
they didn’t want users to know they had broken
Skype. Though at this point, what kind of halfassed terrorist wouldn’t just assume the NSA has
everything?
I think the biggest shell game might arise from
the distinction between account (say, my entire
Google identity) and selector (my various GMail
email addresses, Blogger ID, etc). By permitting
reporting on selectors, not users, this could
obscure whether a report affects 30 identities
of one customer or the accounts of 30 customers.
Further, there’s a lot we still don’t know about
what FISC might consider a selector (they have,
in the past, considered entire telecom switches
to be).
But it will begin to give us an outline of how
often they’re using NatSec process as opposed to
criminal process, which providers are getting
primarily NSL orders and which are getting
potentially more exotic FISC orders. Further, it
will tell us more about what the government gets
through the PRISM program, particularly with
regard to metadata versus content.
Update: Apple’s right out of the gate with their
report of fewer than 250 orders affecting fewer
than 250 “accounts,” which doesn’t seem how
they’re supposed to report using that option.
Update: Remember, Verizon issued a transparency
report itself, just 5 days ago. Reporting under
these new guidelines wouldn’t help them much as
the government has bracketed whether it could
release phone dragnet information. Moreover,
Verizon is almost certainly one of the telecoms
that provide upstream content; that would likely
show up as just one selector, but it’s not clear
how it gets reported.

